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Scandal- Ridden School
Struggles Within the
Politics of the
Puerto Rican Community
By Kari Lydersen
Streetwise Staff Writer
Clemente High School
had been in bad shape
for many years when
school reform was in·
stituted in 1989. Problems with drugs,
violence and teen
pregnancy were rampant, many students
dropped out and
those who didn't
sometifnes even
graduated without
being able read.
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According to many students and teachers, the school reforms implemented in 1989 opened new worlds
to many of the students at Clemente High School, got them excited about learning and helped them
take pride in their heritage and their abilities. About 60 percent of Clemente students are Puerto Rican
and the majority of the remaining students are African American,Asian or Mexican. The reforms insti·
tuted by the Local School Council focused 011 cultural and political lessons and activities relating to the
students' backgrounds, with a heavy emphasis 011
Puerto Ricans. Famous Puerto Rican writers, musicians and speakers were brought in to conduct workshops and a nationally acclaimed student salsa band called Son de! Barrio was formed.
The culturally-based programs and other aspects of school reform instituted at Clemente were praised
by The Catalyst, an educational magazine, and other educational experts and later even emulated at
schools around the city.
(see next page)
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But where many of the teachers and students saw an exciting new curriculum
that aimed to motivate students about
education in general by focusing on cultural activities, others saw badly needed
supplementary school poverty funds going toward entertainment and political
punditry rather than reading and writing.
In a series of exposes in the Chicago SunTimes in February 1997. it was charged that
basic educational skills were being ig·
nored at Clemente while thousands of
dollars were being spent to fly in famous
artists from Puerto Rico.
The stories also alleged that there was a
political motive at work. Sources in the
Sun-Times stories charged that the programs at Clemente were attempts to in·
doctrinate students with pro-Puerto
Rican independence, anti·U.S. ideas, and
that Clemente dollars were indirectly
used to raise money for the campaign to
release 15 pro-independence Puerto
Ricans in prison for a series of bombings
in the 1970s. Illinois State House ofRepre·
sentatives Speaker Michael Madigan (D·
22) launched a special state legislature ad
hoc committee to investigate these
charges,chaired by State Rep. Edgar Lopez
(D-4).

The investigation is almost complete, ac·
cording to Lopez, and the committee is
preparing to release a report basically
confirming the Sun-Times' stories. The in·
novative cultural programs at Clemente
are all dead · many teachers and activists
say it is a tragedy that Son de! Barrio no
longer performs, that famous Puerto
Rican artists, dancers and writers no
longer conduct workshops at the school
and that students will no longer have the
chance to earn an education-packed trip
to Puerto Rico by working hard and keeping their grades up.

They also lament that parents who had
patrolled the halls and proved effective in
keeping kids in line through the 'guilf factor have been replaced by uniformed se·
curity guards, and that a large percentage
of the Puerto Rican and Latino teachers
have been dismissed, severely handicap·
ping bilingual programs and leaving the
student body ethnically under-represented by faculty.
But Rep. Lopez and others involved in the
investigation say that the quality of academic instruction at Clemente has risen
and a sense of order has been imposed on
the scandal-ridden school.

Terrorism, Conspiracy
and the FBI
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CHIMEXLA
According to many in the heated debate,
Clemente is just the tip of the iceberg in a
long-standing and widespread political
feud, with the goings on there caused by
ethnic, class and political battles starting
long before any of the students were born.
Chicago has one of the largest Puerto
Rican communities in the country,mainly
centered in the Humboldt Park, Logan
Square and West Town areas.
The region is also a stronghold of believ·
ers in Puerto Rican independence and a
power center of the campaign to free the
15 Puerto Rican political prisoners who are
serving lengthy sentences, many in
Supermax prisons, for ·seditious con·
spiracy to overthrow the U.S. govern·
ment.' Thirteen of the prisoners were
born or raised in Chicago, and several of
them were founders of the Puerto Rican
Cultural Center in Humboldt Park. They
were sentenced after publicly taking
credit for a series of bombings at U.S. mili·
(see page4)
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On July 25, 1898, General Nelson A. Miles
(the jailer of the Apache Indian leader
Geronimo and the man responsible for
the Massacre of Wounded Knee) landed at
the southern port of Guanica,Puerto Rico,
with 16,000 troops. This was the culmination of the invasion of Puerto Rico initiated with Admiral Sampson's bombing of
the island's capital. San Juan on May 12,
1898. Even though some have referred to
the Spanish American War as a "little war".
in actual fact the war,which began in February of war effort.First it was not one but
several wars: the Spanish/American War,
the Cuban/ American War, the Filipino/
American War, the Puerto Rican/American War. Some have argued that the war
ended on October 18, 1898, when the US
flag was hoisted over San Juan, or on December 10,1898 when the Treaty of Paris
was signed,but in actual fact the war continues to this day. Historically, Puerto
Rican nationalists have argued that
Puerto Rico is an militarily intervened
nation and therefore a state of war exists
between Puerto Rico and the US. This is
one of the cornerstones behind the posture of Puerto Rican political prisoners
and prisoners of war. In regards to this
position. Elizam Escobar,one of the POWs,
wrote that the situation of Puerto Rico
could not be judged by the state of the war,
but by the state of war that continues unabated to this day.
None of the efforts of the United States
to address the political status of Puerto
Rico has been directed towardsa solution
of this :unabated state of war. Even the
recent Young/Craig Bill adopted by the US
House of Representatives
Every change in the political system of the
island has been intended only to reform
the colonial administration, not to alter
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Puerto Rico:
lOOYears of a
Colonial War
the original relationship between the US
and Puerto Rico as enumerated in the
Peace Treaty of 1898. Since 1898, these
changes have included the following: martial rule (1898-1900)- which suspended civil
liberties including the jailing of the 1st
Puerto Rican Political Prisoner, Evaristo
lzoaiaz: the Foraker Act (1900 to 1917); the
Jones Act (1917-1952): Law 600 and the creation of the so-called ELA (1952 to the
present).
The military/colonial nature of Puerto
Rico's political status and the military importance of the island continue unabated
to this day.

'Historically, Puerto Rican
nationalists have argued
that Puerto Rico is an
militarily intervened nation
and therefore a state of
war exists between
Puerto Rico and the US"
The imperial relationship between the US
and Puerto Rico is a centennial historical
problem that insists on being resolved. Yet
on the 100th anniversary of the US invasion of Puerto Rico.the US has augmented
its military presence by installing the
Southern Commandof its Armed Forces

on the island, and tightening its military
hold on Buchanan,Vieques,Fort Allen and
the other 11 military bases on the island
which occupy 13%of of the islands' arable
land,making Puerto Rico one of the most
militarized regions in the world. At the
same time the US government continues
its secret and not so secret war against
the Puerto Rican resistance through the
use of the FBl's COINTELPRO program,
grand juries, agent provocateurs, as well
as the imprisonment of Puerto Rican patriots whose only crime has been to expose the colonial/military occupation of
Puerto Rico.
As we enter a new millennium the US has
the option of maintaining the state of
war against the Puerto Rico nation:escalating repression against the Puerto
Rican resistance and keeping Puerto
Rican patriots in prison: or returning
Puerto Rico's sovereignty to the Puerto
Rican people so they can freely take their
place among the concert of nations as a
free and independent state with a commitment to social justice and equality.
Thus,the US could usher in a new millennia by giving the world an example of how
to resolve deeply imbedded historical
conflicts,how to inaugurate a new age of
peace and justice based on mutual respect and the dignification of the human
will to be free,and most importantly. how
to put an end to 100 years of colonialism.
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tary institutions in Puerto Rico and the
U.S. in the late '70s. The bombings were
generally orchestrated to avoid casualties,
but one bomb in a New York bar resulted
in deaths. Supporters of the prisoners say
their punishment far outweighs their
crime, and that they are being held for virtual life sentences because of the
government's fear of the Puerto Rican independence movement.
Many statehooders (people who think
Puerto Rico should become the country's
51st state), including Rep. Lopez, also believe the prisoners should be released.
Local pro-independence activists say
there has been no recorded action from
the FALN (Fuerzas Armadas para la
Liberacion Nacional -Armed Forces for
National Liberation) for almost 20 years,
and they say the group is long dead.
But some members of the statehood
movement in Chicago say the FALN is still
a major force with terrorist plans, based
right in Humboldt Park. Asmall group of
statehooders, many independentistas say,
have joined with the FBI and also white
and Puerto Rican developers who want to
see the close-knit community in
Humboldt Park broken up and made more
friendly to higher-income whites attracted by the neighborhood's proximity
to downtown. Anumber of teachers and
activists involved with Clemente High
School say that Clemente has been under
siege as part of a virtual conspiracy to discredit the community and the influential
independentistas who live and work
there.
'[Rep.] Lopez wants to give the community
to the Wicker Park yuppies,' said Antonio
Beltran,74, a former member of the Local
School Council. 'If our kids become lawyers

and doctors '(because of school reforms
that motivate them] that will stabilize
the Puerto Rican community, and they
don't want that.'
But Rep. Lopez says that this is something of a conspiracy theory on the part
of a small and highly-educated group of
independentistas led by Jose Lopez, director of the Puerto Rican Cultural Center.He says pro-independence beliefs are
irrelevant to the Clemente investigation,
and that he is mainly concerned that
school funds were not used for the benefit of students.

The FBI and the Puerto
Rican Cultural Center
The Puerto Rican Cultural Center (PRCC),
founded in 1974, served as a satellite campus for Clemente and hosted many cultural events in conjunction withthe
school. Operating from a former
Walgreens pharmacy on the corner of
Wabansia and Claremont Avenues, the
PRCC houses services for every segment
of the community, especially youth.
There is a huge, colorful childcare center
in the basement with toys, blocks and
books lining the shelves and floor.
Nearby is the Family Learning Center,
where young mothers take academic
and life skills classes while their children
are cared for. There is also a special area
reserved for young mothers to interact
with their children, full of full-sized and
baby chairs where young women can
read and play with their kids. Upstairs is
a museum of Puerto Rican history, with
art, artifacts and photos celebrating the
island, and a large library with books covering the history and culture of Puerto
Ricans, African Americans and other minorities in the area

The center has been a lightning rod for controversy throughout its existence-Rep.
Lopez and other statehooders say that Jose
Lopez is the leader of an independentista
faction that believes in violent overthrow
of the U.S. government in Puerto Rico, and
thatJose Lopez exerts inordinate influence
over politicians including U.S. Representative Luis Gutier-rez (D-4), Cook County Commissioner Roberto Maldonado (8th) and
Alderman Billy Ocasio (26th).
'These three officials believe in the whole
Jose Lopez movement,' said Rep. Lopez.
'They give the rest of the [independence]
movement a bad name. They have some
valid points,but they want to do everything
their way. They believe in taking independence by force.' Rep. Lopez said that ·goons
supporting Jose Lopez have repeatedly broken his windows and threatened his family.
Jose Lopez says that the FBI is out to get
him and the center because of the challenge his ideas pose to the status quo. The
idea that the FBI is out to getJose Lopez and
other independentistas might sound farfetched at first, but past occurrences show
that it is much more than a paranoid fantasy. In 1983, 50 FBI agents in riot gear invaded the PRCC and tore it apart looking for
evidence linking it to terrorism and the
FALN. They found none but did thousands
of dollars worth of damage to the center
and officially listed it as a place investigated
for terrorist influence, casting a troublesome cloud over its image for years to
come. The community rallied around the
beleaguered center and raised $18,000
within weeks to repair the damage done by
the FBI, turning a terrible attack into a community victory, in Jose Lopez's eyes.

(seepage BJ
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JULIA DE BURGOS

Grand River of Loiza
Grand River of Loiza! ... Reach out into my spirit and let my soul get lost within your rivulets to search for the source
that took you as a child and in demented impetus returned you to the path.
Curl yourself on my lips and allow me to drink you, so that I may feel you are mine for a brief moment, and hide you
from the world, to conceal you within you and hear astounding voices from the mouth of the wind.
Alight one instant from the loins of the earth, and search for the most intimate secret of my yearning; get confused in
the flight of my fantasy bird, and leave a water rose in my daydreams for me.
Grand River of Loiza! ... My spring, my river, ever since I was lifted to the world by the maternal petal; with you came
down from the rugged slopes, to seek new furrow, my pale yearnings; ; and my entire childhood was a poem in
thiriver, and a river in the poem of my first dreams.
Adolescence arrived. Life found me holding on to the widest of your eternal journey; and I was yours a thousand
times, and in beautiful romance you awakened my soul and kissed my body.
Where did you take the waters that bathed my forms in spikes of newly opened sun?
Who knows on what remote Mediterranean country I am being possessed by some faun on the shore! Who knows in
which rain shower of what faraway land I will be pouring from to open up new furrows; or if perhaps, weary from
biting hearts, I will be freezing into crystals of.ice!
Grand River of Loiza! ... Blue. Brown. Red. Blue mirror, fallen blue pieces of heaven; white naked flesh that becomes
black each time the night enters your bed; red stripe of blood, when beneath the rain in torrents the hills vomit their
lay.
River man, but man with river's purity, as you give your blue soul when you give your blue kiss.
My very lord my river. River man. The one and only man who has kissed in my soul as he has kissed my body.
Grand River of Loiza! ... Great river. Great weeping. The greatest of all our island's flow of tears if mine were not
much greater as it comes from the eyes of my soul for my people; enslaved.
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EL GRITO DE JAYlNA: THE NA1
On October 30, 1950 hundreds of Puerto
Ricans affiliated with the Nationalist Party
of Puerto Rico took over the central town
of Jayuya, proclaiming the Second Republic of Puerto Rico. Under the leadership of
the legendary Blanca Canales and the heroic Carlos Irizarry, the Nationalists confronted the US National Guard and the
colonial police.The US military bombarded
and destroyedJayuya. Meanwhile in the US
the uprising was being portrayed by the
media as an internal conflict among Puerto
Ricans. To bring this campaign of misinformation to an end, and to call world attention to the colonial case of Puerto Rico,
Oscar Collazo and Griselio Torresola shot
their way into the temporary residence of
US President Harry Truman, the Blair
House. In the ensuing fight, Griselio was
killed and Collazo was wounded. Soon after
he was sentenced to die on the electric
chair, which due to international pressure,
was commuted to life imprisonment.

Who Were Some of
the Personalities
behind the
1950 Uprising?
· Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos
· Blanca Canales
· Vidal Santiago
· Carlos Irizarry
· Elio Torresola
· Griselio Torresola
· Oscar Collazo

October 1998

'IO ALIST INSURRECTION OF 1950
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Jose Lopez said he suspects the FBI of using COINTELPRO-style tactics against the
center, referring to the Counterintelligence Program of the '60s and '70s in
which the FBI would attempt to thwart
oppositional movements by falsely accusing their leaders of crimes, infiltrating
organizations with informers and trying
to create movement divisions.

1989-96. and 69 percent of seniors passed
their classes. a new school record. Test
scores did go down during reform years,
a statistic often quoted by opponents of
Clemente reform. But reports from the
Chicago Public Schools Office of Accountability show this trend was mirrored in
schools throughout Chicago, especially
largely Latino schools.

Jose Lopez is currently under FB I investigation in connection with 1992 bombings
at two Illinois military institutions. Rafael
Marrero, an FBI informant, has admitted
to carrying out the bombings, but he
charges that Lopez was the 'mastermind'
behind them. Lopez says Marrero tried to
entrap him and other community activists in the bombing scheme.

The Sun-Times expose shows that many
of the experts brought in from Puerto
Rico were acknowledged independentistas, and many of them also appeared at PRCC events during their stay.
Some of these PRCC events were
fundraisers for the campaign to release
the IS prisoners. Some of the performances and speeches these guests did at
the school also allegedly contained antiU.S. rhetoric, and in one unconfirmed instance a speaker spit on the American
flag.Opponents of Clemente's reform say
this was illegal and immoral indoctrination of students into an anti-American
and ·terrorist' viewpoint.

Clemente Reform
Attacked
Most of the charges leveled against
Clemente High School in the Sun-Times
and the state congressional hearings
aren't actually disputed by Clemente advocates. The major charges involve the
various ways Chapter One funds for
·supplementary education· in poor communities were used, and how Clemente
changed their procedures and curriculum
under the new freedom school reform allowed--legally speaking it's possible
they did nothing wrong,' Rep. Lopez told
La Raza newspaper in 1997
And though Clemente, the third largest
high school in Chicago with 2,373 students,
has always had its problems with academic achievement, statistics show re
form made some concrete improvements.
Sixty percent of graduating seniors, went
on to college during the reform years of

Proponents say independentista thought
is an important part of understanding
Puerto Rican history and culture, and that
as Puerto Ricans it is important the students be exposed to it. They also noted
that many of the artists brought in with
the funds did completely non-political
musical or artistic performances for the
school. and therefore the attacks on their
personal political beliefs were violations
of their privacy and First Amendment
rights. Clemente advocates also note that
while only about four percent of Puerto
Ricans believe in independence, as with
many left-wing movements, educators,
artists and intellectuals are proportionately much more likely to be
independentistas.

Such is the case with Luis Nieves Falcon
and his wife Aurea Rodriguez, two Puerto
Ricans who were paid $218.000 over two
years to develop a new curriculum for the
school. While the couple has been attacked for their independence beliefs. and
their employment at Clemente has been
called 'political patronage the
curriculumthey developed involved science and math, the separation of the
school into more personal schools-withina-school, and a commitment to more
multi-cultural history, representative of
the AfricanAmerican, Asian, Mexican and
Puerto Rican students.
Nilda Flores-Gonzalez, a professor at the
University of Illinois at Chicago who spent
a year studying Clemente for her doctoral
thesis, said she found Falcon and
Rodriguez's curriculum and the other reform programs at Clemente to be extremely beneficial to students.
·1was impressed by the things Clemente
was accomplishing,' she said. ·1 was
amazed by how much the students had
learned in Puerto Rico. At most schools
you don't get that much attention unless
you're an athlete or an honor student, but
at Clemente they were doing things for
everybody. Iwas aware some of the teachers were independentistas but Inever saw
that enter into their teaching.'

Political Patronage
'Political patronage· was also charged in
Clemente's innovative program of hiring
parents to do security and truancy work.
By giving parents minimum-wage stipends to patrol the halls, teachers say.
they avoided the polarizing presence of
security guards and had a much higher
(see page 11)
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FLASH! Un-American Activities
at Cle111ente High School
Chairman of a special legislative committee, Rep. Edgar McCarthy Lopez (D-Chicago), detailed significant evidence of
violations of the traditions and governments of the Chicago public schools,State
of Illinois and the United States of
America.

emphasized student self-discipline and
advocated transforming the Local School
Council into ·a real instrument of democratic governance· and the school into 'an
effective community of supportive services.

Paid attention to their own children's edu·
cational needs, moral. intellectual and
ethical development.
Made up their own minds about what
their own children should learn, rather
than accepting the State-mandated curriculum which mentions (including first
and last names) those great Puerto Ricans
Roberto Clemente and Desi Arnez.

As much as $250,000 was spent on three
independence activists who produced ·a
series of activities and ideological writings that were not geared to learning,' the
report says. Instead of writing essays ·1have never in my life heard of anything
about how our great veterans like Andrew more Un-American than these activities,'
Jackson, Nelson Miles, and Oliver North said Rep. Edgar McCarthy Lopez. 'Fortu·
defended freedom in Spanish Florida,the nately, forces of our free, open and demoPhillipines, Guam, Puerto Rico, Vietnam, cratic society arrived at the school last
and Nicaragua, Clemente students year and ousted all the Puerto Ricans who
The report, which will be merged with learned about outlaws and rogues like were monitoring hallways, teaching,
findings of other committee members, Betances, Albizu Campos and Cancel coaching,helping with projects, and coundetails how this group of parents and con- Miranda who defied common sense and selling. We restored the building to its
cerned citizens actually ran for the sound business practices in attacks proper role as a school for Americans, to
Clemente Local School Council and cam- against authority such as the Grito de teach people how to speak American,
dress American, think American, buy
paigned for their candidates using such Lares.
American and vote American.'
perversions of the American democratic
system as word-of-mouth, local meetings, The report also singles out Jose Lopez,
passing out flyers, and posting signs and who is no relation to Rep. Lopez. It says With a worried sigh, Lopez added, ·1am
posters to get its members elected to the Jose Lopez was secretary-general was afraid, though, that a whole generation of
Clemente Local School Council.
behind the implementation of the four- Clemente students graduated before we
point plan. But Lopez denied any direct figured out what was going on and re·
The elected members of the Clemente connection. 'It [the plan] was the repro- took the school.'
School Council then ousted a principal duction of a program prepared by the
and began a process to 'indoctrinate stu- community and adopted by Clemente's James T. Watson, PhD
dents' with a completely reprehensible 4- Local School Council,' Lopez said. However, Department of Biology
point program.
Rep. Lopez's report details that members Case Western Reserve University
10900 Euclid Avenue
of the Clemente School Council:
Cleveland, OH 44106-7080
The plan proposed a curriculum that
would address the needs and aspirations Listened to Jose Lopez who talks inces- (216)368-3591
of Puerto Rican youth. who made up the santly about freedom, human rights, and (216)368-4672 fax
majority of Clemente students. It also dignity for Puerto Ricans,especially youth
and women.
Lopez said he found that parents of
Clemente students and members of the
local community, some of whom were alleged to be members of the Movimiento
de Liberacion Nacional. plotted in 1989 'to
gain control of Clemente High School and
to impose a shadow administration over
its operations.'
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By Roman Arellano
Traffic slowed down on Cermak to see the
big, colorful Apollo 2000 sign and people,
well dressed,walk in. On the bottom of the
sign, a rotating digital sign in red letters
had 'Chimexla's 25th Anniversary'
Alumni and staff were honored as
Chimexla Student Union commemorated
its 25 years of existence at NEIU. The celebration of its twenty-fifth anniversary
was held at Apollo 2000, Friday November
6. The ceremony began at 6 p.m. and continued amid requests by students and
staff as people ate Mexican food.
The Provost Dr. Estela Lopez, Dr. Angelina
Pedroso,Dr.Jose Lopez,Dr.Battista Galassi,
Miriam Rivera,AssistantDean of Students
Dr. Santos Rivera, Carlos Gutierrez, and
Jaime Mendoza were among honorees.

CHIMEXLA

Celebrates
25 Years at NEIU
the Latino community. I would like to
thank professors and staff who were
intergral parts in providing Chimexla
their knowledge and expertise in their
respective areas,' said Gutierrez.
Mendoza said,'it was and is a great honor
to be recognized by my peers as a leader
and role model. Itake great pride in being
able to have participated in Chimexla.'
Ludwin Lopez said, 'the celebration was
very good. It was a demonstration of how
united Latinos are. I as a Latino feel very
proud that Chimexla is still alive after all
the struggle that we have been through.'

Galassi said,'I thought it was a fine event
at a beautiful place. There is no greater
honor than to be recognized by the stu- CHIMEXLA is an acronym for Chicano
dents. It was a very meaningful event. I Mexican Latino student union. CHIMEXLA
wish CHIMEXLA continued success.'
was known as the Chicano Student Union
(CSU) when it evolved from the Union for
'What I liked the best was the presence of Puerto Rican Students (UPRS) in 1973
alumni, students and staff that partici- which was formed in 1971. CSU was also
pated in CHIMEXLA throughout the years,' known as the Chicana Caucus and consaid Dr. Estela Lopez.
sisted of Maria and Juanita Saucedo,Alma
Alvarado, Elvira Carrizalez, and Mariestel
After the awards were given out, Apollo Carabez. CSU's main focus was to organize
2000 transformed into a discotheque. As Chicano students in school and in the
the colorful lights of the hall were turned community to build consciousness of the
on and the volume of the music went up, struggle of Chicanos.
the Latino rhythm took over. Students
along with professors and faculty forgot According to founding members, while
about school for a night and celebrated being part of UPRS, these Chicanos/as
together as a family.
struggled to learn about themselves and
'The ceremony provided an excellent opportunity for students and alumni to network and work in collaborative efforts for

their community. They made these needs
known to the university for professors
and differrent programs.

They brought their parents to meet each
other and celebrate their culture as a familyThey brought Folkloric events and food
to la noche de la familia' (family night).
Over the years with the growing number
of Latinos, CSU under the presidential
leadership of Martha Montes came up
with the name Chimexla in 1981 to incorporate not only Chicanos, but all Latinos.
In 1981 Chimexla, UPRS and faculty were
able to establish the Mexican/Caribbean
Minor in the university and new courses.
Chimexla and UPRS have stood together
and worked hand in hand. They marched
in front of the Tribune to protest an article by Mike Royko that they claimed degraded Mexicans. Not only Mexicans and
Latinos, but some Caucasians as well
thought Royko went too far. Another incident was the protest against a series of
articles in the Sun-Times about Clemente
High School.
CHIMEXLA is currently the student organization with the largest number of members. According to Chimexla members,
they attend conferences, such as the
United States Hispanic Leadership Conference to learn leadership skills and share
them with the community. Members participate in International Day, Hispanic
Heritage Month, the Latino Film Festival,
and in volunteer programs through Casa
Aztlan, including tutoring and peer counseling.

October 1998
attendance rate and fewer discipline
problems in the hall.
'They said they were paying
independentista parents, but we didn't
even ask their political beliefs,' said Jose
Lopez. 'Most of them were actually very
conservative people who we got through
the churches. They just wanted to be involved in their children's education.'

the joy and exploration of education. It
was what reform was supposed to be all
about - transforming education, which
has traditionally been oppressive to low
income people, into something which is
stimulating and exciting.'

Back to the Basics

While the state congressional hearings
continue, insiders say little new evidence
The program has now been axed at has been found since the original charges
Clemente because of its supposed patron- leveled in the Sun-Times over a year ago.
age implications, but ironically other
schools in the city have now copied it suc- Most key advocates of Clemente reform
cessfully, while paying the parents higher have refused to testify at the hearings,
wages than at Clemente. Maureen citing what they say is a one-sided process
Kelleher praised this program along with and objecting to the fact that state police
other Clemente reforms in an October were sent to interview them before their
1996 article in the monthly Catalyst, and testimony.
in a 1995 Sun-Times editorial Catalyst contributing editor Dan Weissman said he 'They were looking for evidence to prove
found that the parent program had made what they all ready believed, they weren't
Clemente notably safer.
looking for the truth,' said FloresGonzalez.
Clemente detractors have also charged
that the students who traveled to Puerto
Rico for a cultural immersion trip spent
their time there meeting with
indepedentista leaders and being
schooled in indepcndentista rhetoric. But
an itinerary of the trip shows the students' days were chock-full of trips to
caves, ceremonial sites, sugar mills, coffee
plantations and the well-respected University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez,where
they participated in a science prograin
sponsored by Argonne National Laboratory.

Rep. Lopez says that this is just another
example of the independentistas' refusal
to cooperate for the good of the students.
·we gave them two opportunities to testify, but we knew they wouldn't do it:·
L6pez said. 'They don't believe in the
American system or the American government.'
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Rep. Lopez says the school has improved
greatly since the reform programs were
axed and a traditional curriculum was
again set for the school.
'Now kids are actually learning, it's not a
social club or a cultural club,' he said. ·culture is important, but I'm not sending my
kid to learn about cultural activities or
statehood or independence. There isn't a
culture section on the ACT. These kids
need to know how to read and write.'
A number of Puerto Rican and other
Latino teachers have also been recently
dismissed for having temporary or insufficient credentials, part of the tightening
of academic standards, according to Rep.
Lopez. While Clemente teachers agree
there was legal grounds for the dismissal
of these teachers,they say the timing is no
coincidence, and that the school is much
weaker in their absence. One of the teachers dismissed was Marcus Villar,the leader
of Son de! Barrio and reportedly one of the
most popular teachers at the school.
'It's a tragedy that Marcus is no longer at
the school, and that Son de! Barrio no
longer exists,' said Doug Spaulding, a
teacher at another school and a member
of the group Friends of the Puerto Rican
Cultural Center. ·1talked to a lot of students who said Marcus had completely
changed their attitude toward learning.·

Supporters of Clemente reform held their
own 'alternative hearings· at Malcolm X
College on Sept. 18, where teachers and This article originally appeared in the Sepstudents testified about the positive as- tember 29-October 12, 1998 issue of
pects of reform and national education STREETWJSE. (Vol. 6, No. 27.)
'If only you could have seen the faces of experts affirmed the success of the culthose kids when they came back,' said his- tural and Puerto Rican-focused innovatory teacher Roberto Sanabria.'Filled with tions.

Que Ondee Sola
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ECUMENICAL SERVICE AT THE UN CHAPEL
777UNPLAZA

r~;·:·:_lJ

3:00pm
RALLY AT THE UNITED NATIONS
DAG HAMMARSKJOLD PLAZA

!

t i&~::_lu

6:00pm

. . · .....

Ceremony-Signing of the Declaration for Amnesty

for Puerto Rican Political Prisoners by 100 prominent
national and international personalities at the United

Nations Church Center, 777 UN Plaza.
For more information, call the National Committee to Free Puerto
Rican Prisoners of War and Political Prisoners @773/278.0885

